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TOWN MEETING CALENDAR
Town Budgetary Meeting

Town &

March 8th - 7:00 P.M.
School District Meeting - March 9th - 7:00 P.M.
School District Elections - March 14th - 7:00 A.M. to
-

7:00 P.M.

TOWN OF BEDFORD
BUDGETARY TOWN MEETING
MARCH 9, 1994 MCKELVIE SCHOOL
-

The Budgetary Town Meeting was held on
Wednesday, March 9, 1994 at the McKelvie

worked with "Pick", just by osmosis becomes a better person. Mr. Van Loan

School. Seated on the platform were Councilors James Dias, Paul Goldberg, Edward
Moran, Thomas Riley, Richard Stonner, and

Mr. Van Loan
received a standing ovation.
said he is very appreciative of the plaque and
thanked the Council who served with him.

Eugene Van Loan, Jr. Also, Artherline
Robersen, Town Manager; Edith Schmidtchen, Town Clerk; Anthony Plante, Finance
Director; Earl Legacy, Town Moderator;
and Martha Harris, Town Council Secretary.
Mr. Legacy opened the meeting at 7:10 PM
and led the Pledge of Allegiance. There
were approximately 560 people in attendance. Mr. Legacy read the results of the
previous day's election.

Richard Aldrich, Commander of the Richard
Harvell
Post 8401 presented the annual
awards to members of the Police and Fire
Departments: Patrolman Paul Roy, and Sgt.
Joseph Fichera from the Police Department,
and Call Fire Fighter Daniel Murphy and
Captain Scott Wiggin from the Fire Department.

VFW

Town Council Chairman Richard Stonner
said this is the last meeting for two very
valuable members of the Council, Eugene
Van Loan, Jr. and James Dias. Mr. Stonner
thanked Mr. Legacy for his services as
Moderator.

Mr. Stonner said Mr. Dias has been on the

He

known as
"Mr. Budget" and has been asked to be

Council for 6 years/2 terms.

is

budget consultant for the Council next year.
He was presented a plaque and a gift.
Mr. Stonner read a resolution of appreciation

and presented

a

epitomizing his

many

Town on many
sions.

plaque

to

Mr. Van Loan

years of service to the

different boards and

Mr. Stonner said anyone

commis-

who

has

Mr. Legacy reviewed ground rules for the
meeting.

Mr. Legacy explained that Article 3 requires
a secret ballot and must be approved by a 2/3
vote because it is a bond issue.

ARTICLE
to raise

3. To see if the Town will vote
and appropriate a sum not to

exceed two million two hundred thousand
dollars ($2,200,000.00) plus interest
earned on invested funds, for the purpose
of constructing a public library, such sum
to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds
or notes under and in compliance with the

Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33)

and to authorize the Town Council to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, and
to take such other action as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation,
sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as
shall be in the best interests of the Town of
Bedford, and pass any vote relating there-

to. This article
ballot vote.

requires a two-thirds

Mr. Stonner moved Article 3 as written;
motion seconded.

Sue Holstein, Library Trustee, gave a brief
history of the evolution of the Library indicating they are out of space and need to
address the issue of handicapped accessibility.
A needs assessment completed in 1992

recommended a 20,000 sq. ft. facility. Two
alternatives were studied. One involved a
major addition with extensive renovations,
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and the other was starting from scratch with
a new building. They found it would cost
less to build a new building, be cheaper to
operate, and would look better. The firm of
Dennis Mires was selected as an architect.
They have worked hard to ensure that the
proposed library is the most cost efficient
and functional building possible. The Trustees made a commitment to raise $500,000
for the library, and to complete this goal they
need a commitment from the voters. Mrs.
Holstein urged support of the article.

Sandra Mezzanotte, 14 Chandler Road,
member of the Bedford Center Historic
Preservation Committee, said their committee and many citizens are opposed to the
project for several reasons including size,
architectural style, and it goes against the
Master Plan which called for more green
space in the center. It goes against the goal
to preserve and protect the historic beauty of
Mrs. Mezzanotte feels a search
the center.
should be undertaken for a new site. She
does not feel the Trustees have fully explored
other possibilities of land that has been offered to them. They would be happy to
compromise for a smaller library. She asked
everyone to vote no.

Bob Ackerson, lives in north Bedford in the
Pines area, described the deplorable, atrocious conditions of the library. He urged
people to think ahead for 10-20 years for
what this structure will do for the Town.
Linda Stonner, 43 Hardy Road, asked people
to think about what a library means to you
and what it should do for the community.
Our children need better books and better
reference.

Parsons Richmond, Wendover Way, Library
Trustee, feels a new library will enhance the
center.

David Clark, 62 Bedford Center Road, Cochairman of the Bedford Center Historic
Preservation Committee, said he is a visual
abutter and has a real concern of having to
use a shoehorn to put a building on that site

with 67 parking spaces.

He

feels this

new

dwarf the Town Hall and the
Church. The center needs more green space
and less asphalt. This proposal will double
structure will

the paving. He suggested investigating an
alternate site, i.e. the 50 acres next to the
He urged a no vote until this
soccer field.

can be investigated.

Mark

Arnts, 20 Ruth Street, has seen the

library shrink

from the inside, and thinks

would be great

it

Town to get a new
of Town to preserve

for the

library in the center
these volumes of knowledge.

John Emery, 55 Cambridge Road, thinks
they have put together a fine set of plans.
The fire station is a brick box, and it does
not destroy the character of the center.
urged a yes vote.

He

Robert Lacoste, 30 Tirrell Road, does not
feel people are arguing against the library.
He feels it is a comparatively big building
for a small area, and we will lose a lot of
green space. He questions the accessibility
of the number of people who use the library.
He said we could put it next to the safety
complex or near McKelvie School. He does
not feel these have been successfully explored. We need a new library but should
explore other options.

Frank Morris, Ledgewood Road, member of
the Library Building Committee, said the
new library will be 19,000 square feet on 2
stories with a 10,000 sq. ft. footprint. The
current building has a 7,000 sq. ft. footprint
not that much bigger
2 acres, and total
green space after everything is on the site
will be in excess of 60% of the lot. This is
projected for a 20-year use.
so the

new

building

in footprint.

The

is

site is

Ralph Wiggin, 13 Bell Hill Road, has lived
in the village all his life and did not realize
these new people coming in wanted to preserve the way they are talking. He said no
one has worked harder for Bedford Center
than he has. He does not feel this building
will be out of proportion and feels it should
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be

built there.

It

was

left for that

purpose.

A motion was made and seconded
the question.

to

move

polls

opened for voting

at

7:50

Boards

410

-

Agencies

420

-

Administration

430

-

Police

-

440

-

Fire

$837,397

450

-

Public

&

Activities

-

-

$44,514

$104,688

-

$735,930

$1,447,009

PM.

Mr. Legacy announced the polls will close
8:52

Commissions

-

The Moderator accepted the

motion. Vote on the motion to move the
question passed by voice vote.

The

&

400

at

-

PM.

ARTICLE

To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary to defray

Works

-

$2,223,689

4.

Town charges

for the ensuing year.

Town General Fund - $6,307,105
Sewer Fund - $450,117
Police Contract

Work Fund - $118,929
Summer Day Camp Fund
Total Appropriations

-

-

$46,725

$6,922,876

Chairman Stonner read an overview of the
budget indicating the most significant
changes in the funding mix are in the areas
of public works and solid waste. The proposed budget would result in a town tax rate
of $2.59 per $1 ,000 assessed value. This
represents an increase of 8C, or 3.2% since
1988; an annual rate of just over one-half of
one percent per year for that period. He said
there are 2 major changes that will affect the
budget for 1994 and coming years - the
closing of the landfill and construction of a
transfer station. The closure, an unfunded
mandate, is expected to cost more than $2
million. This will be phased over a period of
a few years in order to manage the overall
impact on the tax rate. There is a proposed
increase in funding for the unallocated reserve which guards against unforeseen events
such as storms and other disasters.

Anne Hoffman, 64 Cider Mill Road, asked
about line 457 if we have sufficient funds to
repair road damage with this severe winter.
And, do we have enough money for salt and
sand in light of the continuing winter storms.
Mr. Goldberg said we set aside $300,000 for
a number of roads to be repaired plus money
for pot holes and maintenance. After the
spring, we take a tour of the roads and this
allocation could change. We are over budget
on salt but under on sand, so there is money
in the sand account which we could take out
for salt. The Council set aside an unallocated reserve of $35,000, some of which might
be necessary to use. We are running with
the budget right now.
Dennis Grimes, 96 Camelot Drive, has the
same question about roads. He asked for a
list of the projects planned to be fixed this
year.
He said a proposal was set forth last
year to charge everyone a fee, $5 or $10, to
use the landfill. What happened to that?
Mr. Goldberg read a list of the roads and
said this is subject to change, and typically
does given what happens in the winter. He
said if you have specific roads, you can
address the Town Council or Director of
Public Works and we will look at the roads.
Mr. Grimes said Liberty Hill Road should be
addressed. He hopes they do not pave over
existing problems because it is a waste of
money. Mr. Goldberg said we do complete
reconstruction or else

Mr. Dias moved Article 4 at $6,922,876;
motion seconded.
Mr. Legacy reviewed each category.

it

will not last.

Regarding the fee for use of the landfill, Mr.
Goldberg said there was a proposed fee but it
was defeated. The residents do not pay a
fee but commercial haulers do.
Mr. Grimes
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you have

$2 million for capping.
Mr. Goldberg said we can spread out the
capping over a few years. He said there is
still space left in the landfill, and we are in
discussion with a commercial hauler to use
some of the space. The State is talking
about 20% reimbursement on the capping
said

to raise

fees.

&

460

-

Health

470

-

Recreation

-

480

-

Libraries

$327,309

490

-

Fixed

&

Other Funds
Total All

-

Welfare

-

-

$73,176

$180,643

Other Charges

-

$332,750

$615,771

Funds

-

$6,922,876

Mr. Legacy said this budget is the operating
budget. Depending on the outcome of Article 3 on the library, those funds would be
included as part of the budget.
The $2.2
million is not included in this budget and will
be added

The

polls

if it passes.

on Article 3 closed

at

8:53

PM.

Voice vote on the budget at $6,922,876
passed.

A

motion was made, seconded and passed to
adjourn at 8:55 PM.

Following the completion of the count on
Article 3, Mr. Legacy announced the results
with 544 ballots cast, it needed 362 to pass.
There were 371 yes and 173 no.
Respectfully submitted,

Martha

P.

Harris
Secretary

Town Council

EQUALIZED TAX RATES
FOR HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
Town/City

PROPERTY OWNED BY THE TOWN OF BEDFORD
Map #
5-16-000
6-36-001
8-04-000
8-16-118
8-16-119
8-16-120
8-16-121
10-08-000
12-51-000
13-05-030
13-37-005
13-37-019
13-56-000
13-67-000
14-26-000
15-01-000
16-18-000
16-38-085
19-45-000
20-01-000
20-11-000
20-23-000
20-46-000
20-74-062
20-77-000
20-95-000

21-09-06A
21-09-12B
21-62-000
23-03-001
24-09-001
24-09-002
24-09-003
24-17-000
25-66-000
25-77-000
25-92-011
26-06-057
26-14-010
26-14-019
26-14-025
28-31-000
28-43-000
29-23-000
30-15-014
30-18-000
31-44-000
31-44-030
33-09-082
33-09-083
33-17-017
34-13-000
34-30-000
36-98-045
38-09-000
39-13-000
39-37-000
40-03-036
42-60-006
43-31-000
46-16-000
Total

Value

Location

Goffstown Town Line
New Boston Road

Chubbuck Road
Surry Court
Surry Court
Surry Court
19 Chubbuck Road

Hazen Road
Route 101
Pilgrim Drive
Constitution Drive
Constitution Drive
101 & Meetinghouse
Meetinghouse Road
Church Road
Wallace Road
King
Joppa Hill
Golden Drive

&

Brookview Terrace
Meetinghouse Road
Nashua Road
Nashua Road
18 N. Amherst Road

Rockwood Court
N. Amherst Road
24 N. Amherst Road
Patten Road
Matthew Patten

Dr.

Route 101
River Road
River Road
River Road
River Road
Moores Crossing
Back River Road
Back River Road
Forest Drive
Old Sawmill Road
Appleleaf Dr.
Appleleaf Dr.
Appleleaf Drive

South
South
South
South

Hardy Road
Route 101
Perry Road
Bracken Circle
Route 101 & Stowell
Route 101
Dearborn Lane
Liberty Hill

Road

Meadowcrest Dr.

Road
Highway
Back River Road
South River Road
Liberty Hill Road
Wallace Road
Jenkins Road
McQuade Brook Rd.
Liberty Hill
Everett

Constance Street

Dery Street
Eastman Avenue

$17,600
651,900
767,400
65,700
47,900
57,600
795,500
8,300
1,300

64,100
1,233,400
128,500
25,600
1,083,900
116,300
206,800
5,600
63,300
10,100
453,800
380,100
568,300
255,200
36,500
130,700
712,700

Restrictions

Size

4
143
123
6
4
7

40
11

14,810
5

2
12

27,878
3

15

30
22,000
1

2
4

29
6
1

25,700
14
5

600

13,503

14,300
39,700
96,900
172,200
154,900
79,200
35,100
5,600
78,500
45,200
19,600
23,500
25,000
23,500
112,500
29,500
100
91,600

1

1

37,026

Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
s.f.

Acres
Acres
Acres
s.f.

Acres
Acres
Acres
s.f.

Landfill

Future Town Needs
Future Town Needs
Future Town Needs
Garage/Recreation
Under Power Lines

Road Ramp
Open Space
Safety Complex
Open Space
Road Widening

Town

Hall, Fire

Dept

Cemetery
Landfill

Road widening

Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres

Future Fire Needs

s.f.

Cul-de-sac

Acres
Acres

Town

&

Library
Guild
Riley Field

League
Former Police
Little

Scouts

Station

& Open Space

Offices

s.f.

Acres
Acres
s.f.

3,500
44,400
70,000
73,300
67,700
50,700
35,800
8,300
118,100
39,600
25,500
15,200
31,500
22,800
60,800

Acres
Acres
2
Acres
1
9
Acres
1
Acres
Acres
6
Acres
2
1 .0 Acres
1 .0 Acres
1 .7 Acres
1 .0
Acres
15 .0 Acres
8 .2 Acres
20
s.f.
3 .6 Acres
4,356
s.f.
20,473
s.f.
74
Acres
3
Acres
4
Acres
3
Acres
14
Acres
Acres
2
Acres
1
31
Acres
1
Acres
6
Acres
4
Acres
s.f.
8,712
29,621
s.f.
5,000
s.f.

$9,603,000

691.8 Acres

200

Rock

Pulpit

7

Heritage Trail
Eagle Roost
Eagle Roost
Eagle Roost
Heritage Trail

Old Cemetery
Power Lines

Partially

Open Space

Town

or Recreation

Benefit

Align Road & Conservation
Conservation Ash Bog
Align Road
Conservation

Widen
Widen

Intersection

101
Conservation Ash Bog
Conservation
Conservation
Recreation/Conservation

Narrow

strip

on Border
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TOWN OF BEDFORD

1995

add footnote 30. Subject to the standards
for adult entertainment businesses found

WARRANT

Town of Bedford

To the inhabitants of the
County of Hillsborough in the State of New
Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:

in the

You are hereby notified to meet at McKelvie
School in said Town on Tuesday, March 14,
1995 at 7 o'clock in the forenoon to act on the
following Articles numbers

Polls are to
1 and 2.
close no later than 7:00 PM. Action on the
Town Budget articles 3 and 4 will be held on

Wednesday, March

8,

1995

at

7:00

PM

[This amendment designates that "adult
entertainment" businesses may only be located in the U.S. Route 3 Corridor Performance

Zoning District and must further meet special
setback and operation requirements. Such
uses must be allowed somewhere in each
municipality per decision of the U.S. Su-

preme Court.]

at

AMENDMENT NO.

McKelvie School.

ARTICLE

To elect necessary Town and
1.
School District Officers for the ensuing two,

2 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-9 U.S.
3

ROUTE CORRIDOR
PERFORMANCE ZONING DISTRICT by

three and six years.

ARTICLE

in Section 45-9-16 and all other applicable
zoning and site plan requirements.

of all zoning amendments is on
public viewing at the Bedford Town
Clerk's Office, 24 North Amherst Road,
Bedford, NH during regular working hours.

adding the following: A. Section 45-9-5
Definitions - Adult Bookstore/Video Store,
Adult Motion Picture Theatre, Drive-In
Theatre, and Arcade, Adult Cabaret,
Adult Motel, Adult Theatre, Nude Model
Studio, and Sexual Encounter Center;
B. Section 45-9-6 Permitted Uses - (z) Adult

TOWN OF BEDFORD OFFICIAL

entertainment businesses; C. Section 45-916 - Standards for Adult Entertainment
Businesses (full text at Town Office).

2.

To see how the Town

will vote

on

the following zoning amendments.
*

The

full text

file for

BALLOT -

1995

PROPOSED ZONING & BUILDING

CODE AMENDMENTS
(Final Version)

ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED
BY THE PLANNING BOARD:

AMENDMENT NO.

1
Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend

Article 45-4-2 USE REGULATIONS,
Appendix 45A: Table of Uses by adding the
following: Commercial Uses: Adult
Entertainment businesses shall be permitted (P) in the PZ Performance Zone, and

[This

amendment

defines "adult entertain-

ment" uses and specifies that such uses may
not be located within 1,000 feet from
churches, schools, town boundaries, the
boundary of the zoning district, or another
adult entertainment business. Such uses may
not be located within 500 feet of an existing
residence.]

AMENDMENT NO.

Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as pro3

posed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-10 OFF-STREET PARKING
REQUIREMENTS by adding the following:
A. Section 45-10-1 General Provisions (i)AH
parking facilities, including number of
spaces, design of spaces, and access ramps

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

for new or changed-use buildings, excepting single-family homes, shall conform to
the federal Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1991, and as amended.; B. Section 4510-2 Specific Provisions - (12) Restaurants One space for each four (4) seats plus one
(1) space for each employee of the largest
shift; C. Section 45-10-2 Specific Provisions - (13) Cocktail Lounges in Restaurants, Bars, Nightclubs, and Adult Entertainment Businesses - One (1) space for
each two (2) seats plus one (1) space for
each employee of the largest shift; D.
Section 45-10-1 (h) Minimum Geometric

Standards, Appendix 45C - reduce the
parking aisle width for 90 degree parking
from 28 feet to 24 feet for two-way traffic.
[This amendment requires inclusion of
handicapped parking spaces and aisles, revises parking space quotas for restaurants
and nightclubs, and reduces the parking aisle
width for commercial facilities from 28 feet
to 24 feet in width.]

AMENDMENT NO.

4 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment NO. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-4-2 USE REGULATIONS by
adding the following: A. Section 45-4-2
(f)(1) Home Occupations, f. The building or
premises shall not be rendered objectionable
due to ... electrical disturbance, on-site
storage of hazardous materials as determined by the Bedford Fire Department...;
B. Section 45-4-2, Appendix 45A: Table of
Uses, Medical and dental clinics shall be
permitted in the Office (OF) district.

[This amendment prohibits storage of hazardous materials in residences where a home

occupation

is

occurring, and

allow medical and dental clinics
Zone.]

AMENDMENT NO.
the adoption of

5

now would
in the

Are you

Amendment No.

Office

in favor

Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-4-3

DIMENSIONAL REGULA-

TIONS by

adding the following: A. Figure
45.1 Table of Dimensional Regulations
General Residential district (GR), Footnote
(12), Minimum lot size and frontage shall be
as follows: a. Served by both public
water and public sewer, lot size one-half
(1/2) acre, frontage one hundred (100)
.

feet.

[This

amendment would allow

creation of

1/2 acre lots in the General Residential zones

located along Worthley Rd., Boynton St.,
Palomino Lane, and Sebbins Pond if the

property

is

served by public water and

sewer. This provision was in earlier versions of the Ordinance and was inadvertently
omitted during a re-codification.]

AMENDMENT NO.

6

Are you

of
6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-11 SIGNS by adding the following: A. Section 45-11-2 (e) Service Industrial District, (1) Signs are permitted if not
over fifty (50) square feet in surface area and
set back at least fifty (50) feet from any side
or rear property line and at least ten (10)
feet from any front lot line and limited to
use as a business sign.; B. Section 45-11-2
(i) Route 3 Performance Zoning District,
(1) All signs shall be set back from the side
and rear property lines at least fifty (50)
feet, and from the front property line at
least ten (10) feet. (2) Refer to Section
45-9-13 for specific signage standards in
the adoption of

in favor

Amendment No.

the Performance Zoning District (PZ).
[This amendment would allow freestanding
signs to be located 10 feet from the front
property line in the Service Industrial Zone
and the Route 3 Performance Zone, in a
manner similar to the other commercial and
industrial zones in Bedford.]

of

5 as pro-

posed by the Planning Board for the Bedford

AMENDMENT NO.
the adoption of

7

Are you

Amendment No.

of
7 as pro-

in favor
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Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend

posed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-9 U.S. ROUTE 3 CORRIDOR

PERFORMANCE ZONING DISTRICT
adding the following:

A.

by
Section 45-9-5

HEIGHT

- The
Definitions, BUILDING
vertical distance from the average existing
ground level of a building footprint to the
soffit (or highest horizontal support) of the
building.; B. Section 45-9-7 Table of Performance Dimensional Standards, Figure
45.9, Footnote 11. Building height for
calculation of setbacks shall be determined
as the vertical distance from the average
existing ground level of a building footprint to the soffit (or highest horizontal
support) of the building.

[This

Article 45-9 U.S. ROUTE 3 CORRIDOR
PERFORMANCE ZONING DISTRICT by

adding the following: A. Section 45-9-6
Permitted Uses. All land uses, or combinations thereof, enumerated hereunder are
permitted within the U.S. Route 3 Performance Zoning District subject to review for
suitability by the Planning Board. Prior
to any Planning Board approval of a
proposed use, the applicant must demonstrate that the proposed use will meet all
of the performance standards established
in the following sections, The Bedford
Subdivision Regulations The Bedford
Non-Residential Site Plan Review Regulations and shall not produce any negative
impacts on surrounding properties.
.

,

amendment would allow building
[This amendment is intended to clarify that
development in the Route 3 Performance
Zone is only permitted if the proposed use

height to be measured to the highest horizontal support rather than to the peak of the roof
in the Route 3 Performance Zone. Such a
measurement would encourage architectural
diversity of buildings.]

can meet a series of "standards" designed to
mitigate impacts on surrounding properties.]

AMENDMENT NO.

AMENDMENT NO.

8 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
Article 45-6
RESIDENTIAL
by amending the following: A. Section 45-6-5 (f) (2) Buffer Zone
(d) In specific instances where, in the

CLUSTER
DEVELOPMENT
judgment

of the Planning Board, the
topography and/or vegetation of a particular site do not provide an adequate buffer,
the Planning Board shall have the authority to require an alternative buffering
proposal from the applicant for a Cluster
Development approval.

of the adoption of

10

Are you

in favor

Amendment No.

10 as

proposed by the Planning Board for the
Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To
amend Article 45-9 U.S. ROUTE 3

CORRIDOR PERFORMANCE ZONING
DISTRICT by amending

the following: A.
Section 45-9-6 Permitted Uses, Footnote (2),
by deleting the text of the footnote and replacing it with "(2) Unit density for multifamily site plans shall be approved by the
Planning Board based on factors such as
quality of site design, carrying capacity of
the land and sensitivity to environmental
features, provision of recreational facilities

and open space, and mitigation of new
[This

Board

amendment would allow

the Planning

to accept alternative designs for buff-

impacts on U.S. Route 3, as well as
the standards outlined in the following
traffic

ering of abutting properties when a Cluster
Residential Development is proposed.]

sections."

AMENDMENT NO.

of design and encourage development of appropriate multi-family housing
along the U.S. Route 3 Corridor.]

[This

Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford
9

amendment

flexibility

10

is

intended to allow greater
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ZONING AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY
CITIZEN PETITION:

NO. 11 Are you in favor
from
the Bedford Historic Disremoving
of
Commission jurisdiction

4. To see if the Town will vote
and appropriate such sums of money
as may be necessary to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year.
to raise

AMENDMENT
trict

ARTICLE

the

commer-

cially zoned areas along both sides of Route
101? All zoning and planning requirements,
including Zoning Board and Planning Board
reviews, will continue to be applicable to
those commercially zoned portions of Route
101, as is currently the case with other
commercial areas in Bedford.

THE PLANNING BOARD DOES NOT

RECOMMEND APPROVAL OF

THIS

Town General Fund

$6,984,563
851,122
146,929
Police Contract Work Fund
Summer Day Camp Fund
57,225

Sewer Fund

Total Appropriations
$8,039,839
This warrant was approved by the Bedford
Town Council on February 8, 1995.

Given under our hands and seal this 8th day
of February, 1995.

AMENDMENT.
Edward Moran,
zoning amendments
The
is on file for public viewing at the Bedford
Town Clerk's Office, 24 North Amherst
Road, Bedford, NH during regular work*

full text of all

ing hours.

The following budgetary warrant items are
to be discussed at the Budgetary Town
Meeting on Wednesday, March
7 PM at the McKelvie School.

ARTICLE
to

amend

3.

To see

if the

8,

Town

Jr.,

Chairman

Richard Como
David Danielson
Paul Goldberg
Thomas Riley
Richard Stonner
William Wickham

True Copy

Attest:

1995 at

will vote

the action taken in 1972 to create a

Capital Reserve Fund for Bulldozer Replacement to a Capital Reserve Fund for the
Replacement of Major Equipment for the
Transfer Station, and to put all funds in the
Bulldozer Replacement Fund into the Fund
for Replacement of Major Equipment.

Edward

R

Moran,

J r?> Chairman

J

^£M.6.
Paul Goldberg, Vice Chairman

Safety
Complex

Under

Construction

Jj|L5r.n
s
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TOWN COUNCIL
Ed Moran,

Jr.,

Fund Raising Committee nears the goal of
$500,000 to offset costs of the proposed

Chairman

Council efforts to project the effect
projects
of these
has resulted in five year
economic forecasts which give us reason to
believe the Town tax rate will remain stable.
Library.

1994 was a year in which the Town Council
devoted considerable energy toward completion of an infrastructure for the next generation. The Safety Complex was finished

under budget and will meet all emergency
and safety concerns for a long time. It also
contains enough growth space to meet other
needs as they

may

With the decision

develop.
to

go with a transfer

sta-

tion rather than curbside pick up, the Council

reviewed various options for the facility and
waste removal fees. While the removal of
excess ledge made the cost of the facility
more than anticipated, good bids on the
tipping and hauling fees still allow the cost of
this method of waste removal to be less than
curbside pick up after two years. By paying
for the facility over two years from operating
budgets, the Town will not incur any long
term debt or interest.

Commercial development on South River
Road allowed us to reconstruct the Palomino
Lane intersection with lights by using direct
impact contributions from the developers.
The same source of funds allowed us to work
with the City of Manchester to improve the
Second Street

TOWN MANAGER
Artie Robersen

1994 greeted us with snow and ice storms which
quickly destroyed the budget for snow removal.
They also required many unplanned call fire and
police hours to deal with accidents. I took those

words

right out of the 1993 Annual Report and
can honestly say, I hope we never have back-toback years like that again. The mild and lingering fall have been far kinder to our resources.

But storms were not the big news. It was a year
of building. A Safety Complex, transfer and
recycling facility, and preparations for a library
in 1995 were big projects. We are building for
the future and the Safety Complex should indeed
serve the Town's Police, Fire, EMT, and other
safety needs for many years to come. Moving
the Building Department to the new Complex not
only puts all safety areas there, but eased some
of the space issues in the Town Office Building
which should lengthen its usefulness as well.

The Transfer

intersection.

the way.

A lot of planning and effort went into the
Bowman Brook Sewer Interceptor, which
will serve the commercial interests in the
area of Route 101 and Constitution Drive.

Laying the sewer while the State improves
that area of 101, will keep costs low enough
to avoid Town borrowing and allow the
project to be paid out of revenues from

Station isn't finished, but

It is

a

well

very versatile structure and

plan to allow the

way

is

Town

on

site

to revisit periodically the

with household trash. The
understanding of the issues and technology
regarding the waste stream is moving rapidly and
it is the Council's and Administration's hope that
the buildings are versatile enough to adapt with
best

to deal

these probable changes in the field.

via the State

Successful negotiations with commercial developers and Manchester allowed the resolution
of two major road problems: The Second Street
intersection, and a light and turning lanes for

Despite abundant skepticism, the Library

Palomino Lane. A by-product of those improvements was the development the road between Palomino and Ridgeway to allow traffic
from Ridgeway to go to the Palomino light.

business users along the route.

A new

contract with the Police Association
Employees Association includes
a merit pay system which allocates raises
based on performance evaluations.

14
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST

CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Chairman

:

Betty Folsom, Chairman;
and Doris Spurway.

Robert Sundeen

Trustees, in compliance with the new
289 ruling, drafted comprehensive bylaws for the operation of the cemeteries in

Beatrice Miller

The

RSA

the Town of Bedford which were approved
by the Councilmen and Town Manager on
November 30th. Approval was also granted
for a rise in the cost of lots sold, effective

January

1,

1995, to $1000.00 for a four-

place family plot.

The number of

lots sold in 1994 was 27; 13
were four place lots, 13 were two place lots
and one was a single lot.

As of October

28, 1994 the Bedford voting
recorded 2332 Democrats, 4733 Republicans, 1906 Independents, and 58 Libertarians
for a total of 9029 registered voters.
list

Under RSA 654:7-a, eligible residents were
allowed to register to vote at the State Primary and the General Election. On the
November 8th General Election Day, 150
new registrations were received bringing the
total registered voter's list to

9179.

The Supervisors

Twenty burials were conducted, seventeen
full burials

and three cremations.

Lots are sold containing places for four
individuals or can be divided into an "A" and
a "B" Section to accommodate those not requiring a full lot. A purchaser must be a

held 9 sessions for registraand/or party changes; one
all-day voting session for school and town
elections; one town budgetary, one school
budgetary, one special school district meeting, one all-day primary, and one all-day
general election for a total of 15 sessions.
tion, corrections

resident at the time of sale or prove family or
former residency.

All official sessions are posted at the Town
Office, Library and published in local news-

The four cemeteries in Bedford are cared for
by a superintendent. Any inquiries or
questions should be directed to one of the

papers. Residents may also register or
change their party at the Town Office during
regular hours. Proof of age and residency
are required. The Supervisors wish to thank
Edith Schmidtchen, Town Clerk and her staff

trustees.

for handling the majority of the registrations.

Ground was officially broken for the new

Bedford Safety Complex at 55 Constitution
Drive which houses the Police and Fire
Departments.
I

to r:

Taking part in the ceremony were:

Councilors Thomas Riley, Richard

Como and Edward Moran;

Fire Chief Robert

Fabich; Police Chief David Bailey; Town

Manager Artie Robersen; John Samenfeld,
President of Pro Con Construction; and
Greg Coates, Project Architect.

15
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PLANNING BOARD

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

Gary Howard, Chairman

Chairman: Susan Tufts Moore

After four years of recession, 1994 was an
exhilarating year for the Planning Board.

The ZBA meets on the third Tuesday of the
month at 7:30 P.M. In 1994 they heard 34

A

record number of applications was received
for commercial and industrial development,
primarily in the Route 3 Performance Zone.
The Planning Board signed plans for 380,000
square feet of new commercial and industrial
space — the largest amount ever approved in
one year in Bedford! These new and converted facilities should provide the Town
with an increase in its tax base and some
good corporate neighbors.

applications for variances and appeals.

residential requests

-

45 new residential

applications and directs them if necessary to
the proper board. Many of them require
variances and are sent directly to the ZBA.
The Board hears evidence for and against a
variance, appeals from administrative decision, and approvals of special exceptions.
After hearing the evidence, the Board discusses the requests and votes in public session. Zoning Administrator, Karen White,
attends our meetings and, provides informa-

lots

10 Lot Line Adjustment Plans
14 Site Plans

-

380,000

sq.

ft.

new commercial

industrial buildings or additions

6 Site Plans

-

56,180

sq.

ft.

tion to

Home

1

Improvement Plan

When

an applicant makes a presentation
before the Board for a variance, the follow-

Occupation Permits
-

Board members on the requests.

change-of-use

commercial/industrial buildings
5

were denied.

The Building Inspector reviews building

Final approval was granted for:
9 Subdivision Plans

Eight

commercial and 17 residential variances
were approved. Four commercial and five

parking

ing five criteria must be addressed:

3 Municipal Buildings
1

Major developments reviewed
Wal-Mart on Colby Court

- 1

included:

19,826 sq.

ft.

-

184,000

sq.

conversion from former

-

26,800

sq.

Denial of the variance would result in unnecessary hard-

sq.

ft.

owner seeking

4.

By

5.

Use must not be contrary

granting

it,

it.

substantial justice

would be done.

to the spirit

of the ordinance.

ft.

Diamond Lumber

Bedford Safety Complex on Constitution Drive

value of surrounding properties would

Granting the variance would be of benefit to the public.

ft.

industrial building

Sparks Restaurant on Kilton Road

in

3.

ship to the

Continental P.E.T. on Route 3

24,000

diminution

2.

retail

building

New
New

No

be suffered.

Applicants not present

-

to

conversion from office

at

a meeting

who wish

have someone speak for them must give

written authorization for the representative.

Bedford Transfer Station on Chubbuck Road
Bedford Library on Meetinghouse Road

Scheduled applicants listed on the Public
Notice wishing a postponement must do so
within seven working days before the meeting and must pay for notification of abutters
of the change, or the applicant will not be
heard for six months. Anyone may appeal a
Board ruling in writing within twenty days.
The Board then has ten days to determine if
it will grant a rehearing because of new
evidence presented in the written request.

Your Planning Board is dedicated to the
promotion of quality development which will
have lasting value, both economically and
owners
Town. Towards this end, we
have been honored to serve the Town of

aesthetically, for all of the property

and residents
Bedford

in

in 1994.

16
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Director:

On

Karen White, AICP

Activities related to new commercial and
industrial development and highway improvements in Bedford occupied most of the

Planning Department's time and attention.
During 1994, there was more commercial
building review and construction than during
any other single year in the Town's history.

The record amount — 380,000 square feet —
of new construction in the Performance
Zone, plus 56,000 square feet of building
space conversions, kept the Planning Direcbusy with blueprint reviews, Planning

tor

Board meetings, and site inspections.
Because many of the commercial sites were
very large, such as Wal-Mart and Continental P.E.T., the number of detailed meetings
with developers, field changes, and inspections increased exponentially during 1994.

Zoning Administrator Position
This year, the position of Zoning Administrator was combined with the Planning Director position. The Zoning Administrator is
responsible for interpreting the Bedford
Zoning Ordinance for the public, investigating alleged violations, accepting applications
for Zoning Board hearings, and serving as

members of

the

ZBA.

Highway Improvements

Road

intersection

Meetings with the

,

is

The Health Department

is responsible for public
health in all food service establishments, nursing
homes, preschools, foster homes, day care centers,

and public kitchens

scheduled for 1995.

NH

D.O.T. have reduced
the potential routes of a new "Airport Access
Highway" from 42 corridors to 7 corridors,
with preliminary engineering scheduled for
1996. A new "Kilton Road Ramp" from
Route 101 is scheduled for preliminary
engineering in 1995.

17

in the

Town.

The Health

Officer inspects each of the following food service
units twice a year restaurants, supermarkets,
:

convenience and grocery stores,

retail

mini-marts,

wholesale food outlets, cafeterias, mobile and
catering units, public kitchens in nursing homes
and retirement units. Each is licensed annually
providing that the State Health and Sanitation Code
requirements (He-P 2300) and specifications are
met without critical violations and an overall score
of 70%.

The Health Officer

also inspects day care units,
preschools, such as kindergartens and nursery
schools, and foster homes to insure that State
requirements concerning the health care of younger
children is met. Also, the Health Officer investigates any complaints pertaining to the food establishments licensed in Town. A report of each
inspection

Bedford is experiencing significant highway
improvements, both from the State Department Transportation and at the local level,
and these projects have required the attention
of the Planning Department. Route 101/114
is under construction, and the Rt. 101/Wallace

zation with combined funding from Bedford
development projects and the City of Manchester. A new traffic signal is being installed at the intersection of Palomino Lane
and Route 3 and Ridgewood Lane has been
extended to intersect with Palomino Lane.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

New Development

staff liaison for the

the local level, the Second Street intersecundergoing reconstruction and signali-

tion is

A

genuine

is filed in

spirit

the Health Office.

of cooperation exists between the

above establishments and the Health Office

in

maintaining the high standards of cleanliness,
refrigeration, good storage and delivery. Since
early 1991 the Town has been"Self Inspecting" as
are the larger cities in the state. In 1994, Gerry
Vallee resigned his post to move to Florida and the
responsibilities are being transferred to the Building Department so that all inspections will emanate

from one place. This will eliminate the timely
coordination of these services and we hope will
provide an even better service to the user than
Gerry has always given.
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SOUTHERN NH PLANNING COMM.

ASSESSING DEPARTMENT

Moni Sharma,

Donald

Director

Ingalls

Joseph Lessard
a wide range
of services and resources available to help
members deal with many municipal issues.
Technical assistance is provided by a profes-

Jr.

The Planning Commission has

sional staff

whose expertise

is,

when neces-

supplemented by consultants. Annually,
with the approval of your appointed representatives, the Commission staff designs and
carries out programs of area-wide significance that are mandated under New Hampshire and federal laws or regulations, as well
as local or site-specific projects which pertain more exclusively to your community.
sary,

Technical assistance is provided by staff at
the request of your Planning Board, Town
Manager, and other relevant municipal
department heads. The Commission conducts planning studies and carries out
projects of common interest and benefit to all
members, keeps your officials apprised of
changes in planning and land use regulations,
and offers workshops for Planning and
Zoning Board members.

1994 services performed for Bedford: 1)
Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture
meetings attended by Bedford officials; 2)
Six-hour training workshop for Planning and
Zoning Boards members; 3) Conducted

During the past year the Town of Bedford
converted from having an employee serve as
the assessor to contracting with Municipal
Resources Inc. for the provision of Assessing
services. Don Ingalls handles all residential
appraisals and day to day operations of the
department, while Joe Lessard, Certified
New Hampshire Assessor, appraises commercial and industrial properties and handles
all abatement requests and appeals.

The Office hours are Monday-Friday 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Don and I are available
by appointment during these hours.

The

number of parcels in Bedford as of
1994 is 6447. The continued construction growth of the Town has increased
the total net valuation more than $30 million
to $1,236,413,255 after abatements of $5.5
total

April

1,

million.

Ill
HI

II Wj

counts at several locations with data
furnished to Town Officials; 4) A monograph for the Town was prepared. Copies
have been sent to the Town Manager, Planning Board and Library; 5) The Town was
furnished with the "Suggested Schedule and
Calendar" for the 1995 Budgetary Meeting;
6) A Regional Bikeway and Pedestrian Plan
including Bedford was forwarded to the
Planning Board and the Library.
traffic

Bedford's representatives to the Commission
are: Eugene Van Loan, Jr., Edward P.
Moran, Jr. and David J. Danielson (Executive

Committee Member).
Manchester West High School Band Members
"pepped up" the Safety Complex Dedication

18
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Finance

Anthony

Over

& Personnel

December

Department

T. Plante, Director

the last several years,

on what we have done

we have

reported

year just
view of the

in the

completed. I have shared my
Finance & Personnel Department's supporting role. The Town Council and Town
Manager have managed the affairs of the
Town, and oriented it toward the future.
Since 1988, for example, the property tax
rate has risen by less than 3.2%. Not 3.2%
annually, 3.2% over the whole period
(barely more than Vi of one percent per year,
on average).

We

have all worked on approaches to issues
and management which may seem unusual to
other local governments. We have made
performance-based pay a working reality for
the last five years. We have worked with
other communities to develop common solutions to common problems. Continuing to
provide you with the high quality services
you expect at a reasonable cost requires
continuous effort, willingness to accept
change, and try something new and different.
Just this past year, with vacancies in two
department head positions, we looked at the
functions being performed. Where possible,
we redistributed responsibilities to achieve
two things; better service, and overall reductions in cost.

make

Some

of the changes

we

will

will involve just this kind of re-orienta-

Some
tion of resources and responsibilities.
of the changes will involve a different kind
of investment.
proposed budget, the Council
has included an investment in information
technology. But it is not just technology for
the sake of technology. As with other things
we have done, this will aid in providing
staff, department heads, the Manager and
Council with the information they need, and
will continue to strengthen our orientation
toward the future, and toward serving you.
In this year's

31, 1994
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HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION

CONSERVATION COMMISSION

Shep Melnick, Chairman

David Rice, Chairman

the pace of development in town picked
up, the docket of the Historic District
Commission grew. During 1994 the Historic

1994 was a very busy year for the Bedford
Conservation Commission. The Dredge and

As

Commission considered 8 commercial and 13 residential applications. It
approved all these applications, some with
District

small modifications..

With the help of Town Planner, Karen
White, the Commission continued to review
its regulations in order to streamline the
application process, clarify substantive requirements, and insure uniform enforcement
of HDC rules. Copies of current regulations
are available at the

Town

Subcommittee devoted one Saturday
morning a month to conduct site inspections
on properties where wetlands were going to
be impacted by construction. Over 24 inspections were made in all types of weather,
ranging from the bitter cold of winter to the
heat and humidity of summer.
Fill

The Pulpit Rock Subcommittee continues to
work on the final draft of the master plan for
that area which is used by more and more
people every year.

Office.

The Commission made

HDC

normally meets on the first Tuesday of the month at 7:30 PM. Owners of
property within the District must file an

The

application for construction, exterior renovation, or substantial change in landscaping.
Martha Harris has copies of the application

form and can help explain

it's

requirements.

The current members of the Commission are
Shep Melnick (chairman), Carolyn Rich-

mond (Vice-Chairman), Marilyn Otterson,
Maurice Goulet, Madonna Repeta (alternate)
Richard Stonner (Council representative),
Laurence Gott (alternate) and Robert Dewey
The Commission's staff liaison
(alternate).
is Chief David Bailey.
,

,

a proposal to the

New

Hampshire Community
Environmental Outreach Program to study
the Ashbog property which is located off
Route 101 in West Bedford. This project
was among a select few that were chosen.
Two students are conducting a natural
University of

resources survey of the area identifying the
flora and fauna as well as components of the
area's watershed.

For Earth Day, the Commission donated
money to McKelvie and Peter Woodbury
Schools that was used for environmental
education.

The

highlight of the year was the donation of
23.75 acres of land by the heirs of Harold J.
Campbell, which has been added to the

Pulpit

Rock Conservation Area. This

donation will help protect a sensitive area at
the rear of the property where several
streams come together. On behalf of the
Bedford Conservation Commission, I would
like to thank the Campbell Heirs for this
very generous donation which will be greatly
appreciated by the people of Bedford.
Smokey the Bear Thrilled
the Children at the Safety

Complex Dedication

20
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1994

Bedford Police Department

BEDFORD POLICE ACTIVITIES

Chief: David C. Bailey
Calls for Service

This will be the third year in a row that I
have began or ended my report writing about
the Safety Complex. In the 1992 Report, I
ended with a plea for a favorable vote at the
1993 meeting. In the 1993 Report I began
by thanking you for the favorable vote and
how we were working on the project. It is
now the 1994 report and I am writing this
report from my office in the new Safety
Complex which we moved into on October
3rd and dedicated on November 20th. I am
proud of the facility and encourage those of
you who haven't seen it, please stop by.
Again, thank you.
In 1994 our calls for service has stayed about

Some

specific categories went
as accidents and injuries; and
other categories such as burglaries increased.
It is my feeling that the Town is growing

the same.

down such

again even though statistics don't always
show the whole picture.
In 1992 and 1993 the Police Department
downsized sworn personnel from 24 to 21. I
will be studying, very carefully, in 1995 our
work loads to be sure we are providing the
service you want and can afford. As the
world gets more complex so does police
service. We must keep a step ahead. It is
my goal and the goal of the Bedford Police
Department to be responsive to the citizen's
needs and continue to make Bedford a safe
community in which to live and work.

These goals can only be met by cooperation
between town officials, the various departments and their employees and you the citiIn 1994,
thank you all.

zens.

we had

that cooperation.

I
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FIRE

DEPARTMENT

Chief:

The

Robert A. Fabich,

ards Memorial Scholarship to Marc A.
Arnts, Jason M. Gosselin, Stacey E. Oates,
and Jonathan M. Villeneuve.

Sr.

Fire Department has again experienced a
in services requested. Even though

growth

the fire loss remained

low

about $100,000,
quick and accurate action by firefighters and
EMT's saved lives and community property
valued in excess of a million dollars.
at

Complex

as

part of the fire department while streamlining

services and provided for a Paramedic
program with Mark Klose becoming the
Paramedic for the Town of Bedford.

first

Brisson joined the full-time ranks,

In addition, William Hallock

the

was hired

as

new Building/Code and Health

Officer
and Susan Paquette started as the department's full-time secretary. Firefighter Frank
Fraitzl was promoted to Lieutenant.

The

Hilltop Fire Mutual Aid District
continues to be well received by the residents
of West Bedford and supported by the Town
Council as an excellent method of regional
firefighting along with New Boston, Amherst
and the New Boston Tracking Station.

Generous donations

Bedford Rescue
two manual
defibrillator units totaling $15,000, and a
Highway Safety Grant was responsible for
the purchase of over $5,000 in EMS training
equipment. The Bedford Firefighter's
Association fronted $5,000 to initiate the
restoration of the Town's 1930 Sanford Fire
Truck and also sponsored the Norman Rich-

Fund allowed

contributed countless hours implementing
change for the better and recognizing savings
along the way. I account the success to their

member

sincere-

TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Forest Warden: Robert A. Fabich, Sr.
Deputies: L. Burbank, E.Isham, S. Wiggin

1994 was a busy year for wildfires. Many
were issued for violation of burning
laws which resulted in several serious fires.
Bedford, along with the Hilltop Fire Mutual
District, worked several days controlling a
30-acre fire on Joe English Hill. Three
members of the Bedford Fire Department,
Lt. Glenn Wiggin, Lt. Kevin Murray, and
Firefighter Bill Atkinson each spent two
citations

Change in personnel included two full-time
members, Lt. Thomas Bulcock and Firefighter Mark Klose moving to on-call status
while two on-call members John Leary and

Thomas

the Fire Depart-

1995 looks to be even more progressive
as the department has become a state leader.

in October, increased

combined the building department

members of

ly,

levels of certifications for on-call firefighters,

the

ment are continuously striving to better
themselves and the community. They have

participation and thank each

Continuing to be a leader in the State, the
Bedford Fire Department accomplished
numerous objectives and advances this year.
Leading the list, we moved in to a state-ofthe-art Safety

As always,

to the

for the purchase of

22

weeks
west

assisting with controlling the great

fires in

Colorado and Montana.

The

three leading causes of fires were no
permit, children, and rekindles of fires
where the fire was improperly extinguished.
Violations of the fire permit law, and other
burning laws of the State are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a
year in jail plus liability for all costs.

Before burning, contact your local Warden
or Fire Department to find out if a permit is
required. This also helps prevent unnecessary responses to controlled burns.

Towns and the State share the cost of suppression equally. The State operates 15 fire
towers and 3 aircraft patrols. Early detection and reports from citizens aid the quick
response from local

fire

departments.

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report
BEDFORD FIRE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL ALARM REPORT
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RECREATION DEPARTMENT

was

Brian Ross, Recreation Director
Volunteer spirit made a difference in Bedford
in 1994. From Service Clubs, the Bedford
Post #8401 with Memorial Day Paand
Bedford Newcomers Club with
rade;
Springfest, to individuals like Ron Janowitz
who taught cross country ski lessons; to
businesses in Town who sponsored community events such as Prudential-Habs Realtors

179; for July 213 and 95 for August.
Both our pool staff and summer camp staff
did an outstanding job along with our student
intern from University of New Hampshire,
Brent Elmore.

VFW

Family Summer Cultural Series; RE/MAX
Property Specialist Group, Inc. - Family
Holiday Concert; Bedford Village Inn Holiday Decorating Contest. The Recreation
Department depends upon this community
volunteer spirit to make a lot of what we do
possible in our community.
-

An

outstanding volunteer community
was the construction of our
super playground structure by the Town pool
complex off County Road. Eileen Scullin
and Judy Fairclough spearheaded this volunteer effort into a reality within one year.
Over $60,000.00 was raised from the
community and hundred's of volunteer hours
were used for the construction of the playground this past Fall. The playground
project was a total community effort which
will provide many hours and years of enjoyment for children of Bedford.

Our Family Summer Cultural Series was a
hit this past summer and seems to be gaining
popularity every year. In 1994, 1,450
people attended one of the seven shows.

New

entertainers were Red Grammer, Gary
Rosen and Russ Marotta "The Music Man".

The Recreation Department ran a number of
successful bus trips this year. They included
Disney On Ice, New England Flower Show,
Stars on Ice, Red Sox Baseball, Museum of
Fine Arts, New York City and a Boston Pops
Christmas Concert at Symphony Hall. These
and other great trips are planned for 1995.

project in 1994

Our Summer Season was another success
with the

Summer Camp and

pool operation.

Over 70 children per week attended the
Summer Camp Program at Peter Woodbury
School. Our theme weeks included "Exploring Our World"; "Keeping Cool, Being
Cool"; "Moving To The Moon" and "Magic
Madness" to name a few. A big camp
cookout and entertainment by Bob Riordan, a
magician, ended the

on August

Some new programs implemented in 1994
included Field Hockey Summer Program,
Teen Pool Party, "All Green Kids St. Patrick's Day Party" and an adult baking class.

The Recreation Department is always looking for new ideas and hidden talents within
the community. Please call us if you have an
idea or some skill to share with others.

Overall, it was an exciting and prosperous
1994. I want to thank all the volunteers who
made things happen. Volunteerism is not
only doing well in Bedford, it is thriving and
growing to make Bedford a better place to
live for all its residents.

Summer Camp Season

19th.

The Memorial Pool was an active place to be
this past summer with 753 children participating in the swim lessons. Average attendance per day for the pool for month of June

24

Parks and Recreation Commissi oners working
at the Riley Field Clean Up Day.

r to I.Scot Pollock, Jim Hocking, Chrystal Ruszenas
and Mary Selvoski.
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PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION
Scot Pollock, Chairman

HERITAGE TRAIL
Chairperson:

Once again, the Parks & Recreation Commission met each month throughout 1994.
Continued support from businesses such as
the Prudential Habs Realtors enabled the
Commission to sponsor the Summer Family
Cultural Series resulting in record
attendance, and community wide support
helped to accomplish our first annual Spring
Clean Up Day around the Riley Field
Complex. In addition, 1994 proved to be the
year of volunteerism from the completion of
the playground to phenomenal work performed on our town baseball fields by Bedford Little League.
The Camp Passaconnaway Program again
proved

to be a huge success with over 700
Bedford children participating in a variety of
programs throughout the summer months.
While still self funding, this program has
proven to play an important role for many
families during the summer months.

Your Parks & Recreation Commission is
presently planning for it's first Winter
Carnival in late January, and once again our
Spring Clean Up Day. I encourage all to get
involved in all these efforts. It truly speaks
to the quality of living that we are fortunate
to have in our Town.
In closing, I want to express my thanks
to
Brian Ross, our commissioners, and most of
all to the volunteers who make Bedford
a
desirable place to live.

Honey Weiss

The Heritage Trail was well utilized over the
1994 season. We are proud to have seen
several important projects come to fruition.
This summer
to the trail.

many of you noticed a facelift
Through a surfacing grant

from the National Recreation Trail Fund, the
first 1/4 mile of the Bedford Heritage Trail
was graded and crushed gravel was placed.
This increased the trail's accessibility to the
physically challenged. The first lot of trees

and shrubs were planted thanks to a grant
from the Small Business Association Tree
Planting Program. For those new to the
trail, we now have our new entrance sign at
Moores Crossing. This will help inform
visitors of what to anticipate on the trail.

Fund

raising efforts in 1994
brought in
$1,218.47. This will be used toward a
matching grant received from the New

Hampshire Transportation Enhancement
Program.

Plans are in place to start construction of 6 bridges throughout the trail
(including some on our 2 new easement
sites). Look for them next Spring.
In October the "Heritage Tales" event, sponsored by the Heritage Trail Committee and

NH

The Society For

the Protection of
Forwith the Historical Society, was a great success. There were storytellers, cider pressing and fun for all.
ests in cooperation

We are now more than halfway towards
reaching our goal of a 4 1/2 mile trail. Link
ups with Manchester, Merrimack and Bedford Pathways are also planned. The river
corridor has a rich history, scenic vistas, and
unique wildlife.

you on the

Trail.

We

look forward to seeing
This is a superb natural

resource right here in Bedford!

Councilor Dick Como works on Riley Field Clean Up Day
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BUDGET OVERVIEW

The

first payment of the Safety Complex bond
add $198,125. A new system to replace the
aging and outdated computers and software is
$125,000. We intend to continue to resolve the
police radio problems and have allocated
$20,000. If we receive clearance for a new
frequency from the FCC, we will adapt the
radios and purchase a repeater.

will

While presenting a series of difficult challenges,
the 1995 proposed budget continues Bedford's

commitment
Town Council

managing the tax rate. The
pleased to present a budget that
does not increase the tax rate. While the proposed budget
is

to
is

is

up by $1.1 million, much of

that

directly related to offsetting revenues, or the

costs associated with the change

from the

to a transfer station.

There is $20,000 to start refurbishing the pool
which needs a great deal of repair.

Of

We

landfill

the $1.1 million increase, the self supporting

sewer fund accounts for more than $600,000.
$400,000 of that is for a sewer line on Route
101. It is offset by private contributions and
money from the Sewer Fund to be used for sewer
capital needs. The remaining $200,000 results
from increased usage of the sewer by new business on South River Road, reflecting the increased payment, from user fees, to Manchester

are also proposing the use of $50,000 toward
playing fields on Wallace Road, funded by subdivision fees collected to meet the recreation needs

of

new growth. This

is

a

road improvements as top priority in 1996

$27,900 is added
ment for part time staff in
changes.

Two

other special funds that are supported by
user fees show increases. The police fund is up
by $28,000 because of extra details being paid
for by the State as part of the Route 101 construction. The summer camp fund increases by
$12,500, also offset by fees, to add twenty slots
for young teen campers.

caused by the change to a
transfer station. The budget includes $276,000
to complete the facility, or $50,000 more than
1994. $47,500 is for a loader to compact waste
to obtain maximum hauling weight. We recommend using funds reserved from 1972 for a
landfill bulldozer.

is

officer,

an area with 62% increased activity over
The Transfer Station will result in

three yeais.

one

fees,

et.

less landfill

employee.
in the

proposed budgwill be fully

Because the transfer station

funded, not bonded, some capital reserves were
decreased to offset the cost. The landfill closure
reserve was reduced to $75,000 from $100,000.
Fire Apparatus and Public Works reserves were

reduced by $25,000. There are other landfill
costs which will decrease like the recycling bin
rental which is part of the tipping contract. The
final payment on the maintenance garage in 1994

This requires a special vote to
of the fund from Bulldozer

change the name
Fund to Transfer Station Equipment.

to the Fire Depart-

light of a 76% increase in activity in since 1987. $10,000 is
added to Police to contract for an animal control

There are other decreases
large impact

when

the imnact of waste removal decreases.

Three areas of the budget involve personnel

for treatment.

A

$16,000 increase over

We

have increased the dollars for road
work by the same amount and are committed to
1994.

Tipping

an on-going cost, add $268,000.

contributes a reduction of $161,000.

There are some increases for vehicle replace-

There are some revenue increases, such

Annual replacement of police cars will be
$8,500 higher, and replacement of a Public
Works truck and loader is $37,000. There is
$110,000 for the Fire Department to replace the
1981 ambulance and overhaul the ladder truck.
Both will be funded from capital reserves.

additional

as an
$184,000 in taxes. Auto registrations
are $165,000 higher than 1994, reflecting actual
revenue. This excess revenue will offset some of
the one-time expenses for 1995 while helping to
maintain a healthy fund balance to preserve
stable tax rates if revenues drop in the future.

ment.
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LIBRARY
Frances Wiggin, Director

Trustees: George Fournier, Susanne
Holstein, Parsons Richmond

P.

holdings. Reference services were significantly enhanced with a growing number of
CD-ROM databases and access to additional

on-line databases including the statewide
catalog, Internet, First Search and
Works.

NH

"Thank you

the many citizens of Bedford who have said "yes" to a new public
library. Scarcely one year ago, the Campaign for the Bedford Public Library announced its goal of raising $500,000 to equip
and furnish the new library. There were a
few skeptics who thought we'd never raise
that much money. Now, a mere nine months
following the March 1994 Town Meeting, at
which the new library was approved, we are
almost there. We expect to wind up the
campaign and make a final announcement
early in 1995.
" to

was a summer of mystery and intrigue in
the Children's Department, with Bedford
children reading over 6,200 books for the
It

statewide summer reading program, "Go
Undercover With Books". In September, all
first grade children visited the Library to
receive their first library card. In addition to
a full line-up of pre-school and kindergarten
story hours, the Library offers the "Book
Worms" club for youngsters, grade 3 and
up, who enjoy reading, writing and illustrating.

Thanks

by everyone
will proceed on

to a herculean effort

involved, the library project
schedule, with ground breaking in the Spring
of 1995. During construction, library services will continue, uninterrupted, from
temporary quarters in the vacated fire station

behind the Old

Town

Hall.

Special recognition needs to go to the Fund
Raising Committee. This dedicated group of
volunteers has chalked up over 1000 contributions from individuals, businesses, clubs,
and foundations while overseeing a plethora
of events from a Gala Kick-Off Dinner at
the Bedford Village Inn back in February, to
Library Night at Foodee's Pizza this December. Hats off to Bob Brooks, Chairperson,
Mary Danielson, Walter Gallo, Sue Holstein,

Hope Inman, Brynn Rehnborg, Parsons
Richmond,

Bill

Bedford, 's commitment to its public library,
so evident in the success of the capital
campaign, is mirrored by the commitment of
an able cadre of library volunteers who
regularly assist the small, professional library staff in a variety of ways. Together,
the regular staff and volunteers maintain the
high level of service Bedford library patrons
expect.

A few faces have changed this past year. All
were deeply saddened by the untimely death
last

July of

Rosemary McLaughlin who

as-

Department
appreciate Rosemary's

sisted in the Technical Services

of the Library.

We

many friends who made contributions to the
Bedford Library Building Fund in her
memory.

Wickham, Fran Wiggin, and

Mary Lou Wilson.

On

as we plan for the new library, exciting
things are happening in our old library. As a

Even

member of

the Greater Manchester InterLibrary Cooperative Society (GMILCS), the
Library participated in purchasing an updated
computer system to serve the member
libraries. This vastly improved system gives
patrons greater ability to search library

30

a happier note, and while we will miss
her, Children's Librarian Becky Schulz
resigned in August to become Director of the

Hopkinton Public Library. The new Children's Librarian, Cindi Ellen O'Connor,
arrived in October. An accomplished storyteller, Cindi has ten years of experience with
children's library programs, and a master's

degree in Library and Information Studies
from the University of Rhode Island.
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we

In 1994

$500,000

faced the challenge of raising

in private donations.

In 1995,

we

moving and serving
the Town from a temporary library. We ask
you to bear with us during this period of
will face the challenge of

we move forward into the 21st
How lucky we are in Bedford to

upheaval as

century.
have such a supportive community!

1994 Special Account
Cash on Hand 1/1/94
Income
Fines
Gifts

Book

Sales

Trust Funds

Refunds

& Misc.

Non-Resident Cards
Interest

Total 1994

1994

LIBRARY STATISTICS & SPECIAL ACCOUNT

Books on Accession (12/31/93)
Books purchased
Gifts

Subtotal

Withdrawals

Books on Accession (12/31/94)
Library Holdings

Books
Magazines
Newspapers
Cassettes

Videos

Compact Discs
Audio Books
Films

& Filmstrips

Total

Current Patrons

1994 Circulation

Statistics

Books
Periodicals

Compact Discs
Videos

Audio Cassettes
Cameras
Art Prints
Total

Income

Town of Bedford.

New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Edward

S. Kelly, P. E., Director

The Town crews

The Department has four Divisions: Administrative, Highways (traffic and street maintenance), Solid Waste (landfill and
recycling), and Wastewater (sanitary
sewers). It consists of 20 full-time and 3

spent over 2,000 manhours
with the roadside pickup as a result of the
January ice storms. It was an arduous task
that seemed to proceed slowly, but in the
final analysis

it

was

the "right thing to do".

The major

part-time employees.

projects for 1994 were improvements to Meadowcrest Drive, Birkdale Road
and a start on Woburn-Abbey Drive.

HIGHWAY DIVISION
Paul Belanger, Superintendent

During 1994 (January

to

March), the High-

way

The Town crews spent the summer on more
general maintenance rather than the full

Division tended to 17 separate snow/ice
storms, requiring crews to be dispatched on
26 occasions. By all accounts, January was
the most severe month that anyone could
recall. Everyone pulled together and some

blown construction

how we managed

Nashua Road

to survive.

Beaver Lane
Cortland Drive

ing Schools, Library, Safety Complex
(Police and Fire) and the Town Offices. The
data base for monitoring storms, separately
and collectively, is capable of costing labor,

Roads worked

Cider Mill Road

Nancy Lane
Old Farm Road
Proctor Road
Rundlett Hill Road

Pinecrest Drive

In addition to maintaining the Town roads,
the Division is responsible for the winter
maintenance of other public facilities includ-

projects.

on were:

Quincy Drive

Rutledge Road
Sandstone Drive
Strawberry Hill Road

The amount of road appropriation

for

FY95

has been set at $350,000.

equipment, materials, repairs,

etc., in a
continued effort to provide reliable service in
a cost-effective manner.

LANDFILL DIVISION
The Town Council voted

The expenditure

for salt and sand again
exceeded the line item appropriations. The
Division's normal application rate of salt
remains at a 4: 1 mix of sand and salt. There
continues to be the occasional storms that
require a significant use of salt, but this type
of storm remains infrequent.

The road projects

for 1994 equaled 7300
linear feet (1.4 miles) of streets and roads
that were resurfaced and/or rehabilitated.

The work was accomplished with competitively bid contracts as per Council direction.

The

UNH

(RSMS)

is

Road Surface Management System
the management tool the Depart-

ment has for tracking road

projects.

to proceed with the
implementation of a Transfer Station to be in

operation in 1995.
present landfill on

When

to the

the Transfer Station starts operation on

1st, the present practice of trash and
recyclables being brought to the landfill will
continue, but they will be deposited in con-

April

tainers and transported off-site to an ap-

proved

facility.

The engineering firm of Weston and Sampson has been retained by the Town to complete the Final Closure Plan for the Landfill.

The project

is

proceeding and Phase

the closure will

32

The site is adjacent
Chubbuck Road.

commence during

One of

1995.
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The firm of GEI continues to assist the Town
in the Underground Storage Tank (UST)
program. The final work plan for the Landtank has been submitted to the State.
the on-site wells continues
with the results within the accepted standards
fill

BEDFORD TRUST FUNDS
Annual Report of Revenues Collected

The monitoring of

by EPA.

established

Balance of Unexpended Trust Fund
Revenues - January 1, 1994
Checking Account

WASTEWATER DIVISION

Prize Speaking

Stephen R. Crean, Superintendent

Fund

Savings Accounts

The Town received a 20% grant from the
State of New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services (DES) in the amount
of $413,090 for the Town's share of the

Manchester Wastewater Treatment Plant.
The treatment plant expansion was completed
in the fall

of 1994.

New

projects that connected to the Town's
sewer system were: Continental PET, VIP
Auto, Norwood Realty, the State Highway
Garage and six (6) single family homes. The
Public Works Department is currently
working on plans to extend the sewer to the
Route 101/114 interchange and Constitution
Drive area. A decision on this project is

expected in 1995.

Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
As of December 31, 1994
Fire

Apparatus

Bulldozer

Dump

Truck

Totals

110469 73
47352.58

27233

51

Landfill Closure

249213.09

Route

3 Improvements
Emergency Generators

121360.33

School Buildings Maintenance

43546 00
604267 67

5092.43

Total Capital Reserve Funds

Principal
Interest

534120.00

70147 67

60426767
Total Trust Funds

Principal
Interest

36955 00
989 25

3794425
Grand Total
Capital Reserve Funds

Trust Funds

604267,67
37944 25
642211.92

&

Expenses Paid, & Unexpended Revenues for
the Year Ending December 31, 1994
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Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

TREASURER
Richard Larson, Treasurer
Dana Kelley, Assistant Treasurer
Balance January

1,

1994

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Edith

P Schmidtchen

1994 was a hectic year in the Town
Clerk/Tax Collectors office. We did a
record breaking number of auto registrations
as well as dog licenses. More and more
people continue to take advantage of our "do
everything here" services. Even though our
work load continues to grow, we strive to
serve the townspeople to the best of our ability.
Please remember that if you have any
questions, we are just a phone call away,
hopefully saving you an additional trip. Call
us at 472-3550. In closing, thank you once
again for continued support!

A

reminder: Dog Licenses are due April 30,
1995. Licenses will be available April 3,
1995. Please try to remember this date, as a
$25.00 fine plus $1.00 per month for every
month delinquent will be charged. Please
bring current rabies certificate and note the
new fee schedule. Don't forget, Cats need

"Topping Off"
the new Safety

Complex Hose
Tower

to receive rabies vaccinations in 1995.

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary

of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts

Fiscal Year
DEBITS
Tax sales or Liens from the year

1993

Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Fiscal Liens Executed Fiscal Year

Int/Cost/Coll After Lien Exec

Total Debits

CREDITS

-

Remittance to Treasurer During Fiscal Year

Redemptions
Inl/Costs After Lien Exec

Deeded

to

Town End of Year

Unredeemed Liens

Total Credits

Bal

End of Year

Ended December

31, 1994

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year

Ended December

31, 1994

AUTOMOBILE ACCOUNT
DEBITS

Uncollected Taxes Beginning of Year

1994

1993

CREDITS

MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS

Land Use Change
Yield Taxes

98,904.01

(Sewer)

1,844.75

Sewer Added

Revenues Committed This Year
Property Taxes

Land Use Change
Yield Taxes

$21,884,480.00
139,600.00
6,652.81

320,106.38

Utilities

Overpayment
Property Taxes

Interest Collected

4,699.00

$34,836.00

on Delinquent Tax
19,733.42

TOTAL DEBITS

85,505.01

$22,405,408.61 $1,754,019.42

$1,844.75

Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Property Taxes

Land Use Change
Yield Taxes
Utilities

(Sewer)

Interest

$20,638,215.61 $1,526,508.36

131,600.00
6,259.81

$243,824.81

$98,043.05

$19,733.42

$85,505.01

$53,832.00

$43,963.00

Abatements Made
Property Taxes
Utilities

(Sewer)

Yield Taxes

$533.11

$393.00

Uncollected taxes
Property Taxes
Utilities

(Sewer)

Land Use Change

TOTAL CREDITS

Remitted to Treasurer $1,664,494.00

$1,564,911.40

Property Taxes

Utilities

$1,664,494.00

1989

$1,227,268.39

$75,748.46
$8,000.00

$22,405,408.61 $1,754,019.42

v

$1,844.75

^q^iHU^
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Births Registered in the

Birthdate

Where Born

01-05-94Manchester,NH

Town

of Bedford.

Name

New Hampshire

of Child

for the Year

Name

of Father

Ending December 31. 1994

Name

of Mother

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

04-2 1 -94Manchester, N H

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

07-08-94Manchester, N H

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

1 0-28-94Manchester,

1

NH

l-03-94Manchester,NH

Nicholas Russell Fortin

Donald Fortin

Amy

Engelhardt

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

04-01-94 Lyle

J

Belanger

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

08-06-94 Troy

L Spencer

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

12-17-94 Frank
12-23-94 Ryan

H Iosch
R Desilets

Bedford.NH

Priscilla

Bedford.NH

Rebecca S Hokes

F Keefe

Bedford.NH

Christine

12-24-94 Robert

12-30-94 Augustine
12-30-94 Timothy

J

Sheedy

W B Mark

12-31-94 Gary

C

12-31-94 John

F Coutee

Hamill

Deaths Registered

Date

in the

Place of Death

01-06-94Bedford,NH

Town

of Bedford,

Deceased

Bedford.NH

Lynn

Manchester.NH

Kristen

Bedford.NH

Rita

Father's

Johnsbury.VT

M Figenshu
M Martin

Diana

Name

St

Bedford.NH

Derry.NH

for the Year

D

Bedford.NH

Martin

Manchester,NH

New Hampshire

C Maker

A

Bedford.NH

Wetzler

Bedford.NH

B Nadeau

Bedford.NH

Ending December 31, 1994

Name

Mother's Maiden

Name

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire

03-27-94Bedford,NH

1 994

Annual Report

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

07-15-94Manchester,NH

Town of Bedford. New Hampshire 1994 Annual Report

10-ll-94Bedford,NH

^Tj»

Signing of the Safety Complex Bond

-

I.

L?'

to.

r.

are Councilors

Plante,
Bill Uickham, Dick Stonner, Chairman Ed Moran, Jr., Tony
Danielson,
Dave
Councilors
and
Finance and Personnel Director,
and Dick Como.

TOWN DIRECTORY

IN AN EMERGENCY ONLY

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
TO REPORT A FIRE
SECURE RESCUE
OR REACH THE POLICE

24 North Amherst Road
472-3070

Monday

Friday 8:00 to 4:30
Garage: Chubbuck Road 7-3:30
Office:

472 exchange ONLY: 911

-

472-3070

All other exchanges: 472-5111
Landfill

NON-EMERGENCY CALLS

Hours

Closed Monday
Wednesday - Saturday 8:30
Tuesdays - 7
to 5

AM

Fire Department
55 Constitution Drive
Office Hours: 8:00 to 4:30

AM to 5 PM
PM

LIBRARY

472-3219

Road 472-3023
Monday, Wednesday, & Thursday

Police Department
55 Constitution Drive
Office Hours 8:00
to 5:00 PM
Non Emergency Phone: 472-5113

9:00
to 8:00 PM
to 8:00 PM
Tuesday - 7:00
Friday 9:00
to 5:00 PM
Saturday 10:00
to 3:00 PM
Sunday 12 to 2 PM (courtesy of volunteers)

3 Meetinghouse

AM

AM

AM
AM
AM

TOWN OFFICE BUILDING
24 North Amherst Road

Monday

-

Friday, 8:00

Tuesdays

-

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

AM to 4:30 PM

Open

7:00

at

A.M.

472-5242

Town Clerk/Tax

Woodbury School
180 County Road
622-0431

Peter

Collector

472-3550
Assessor

Memorial School
55 Old Bedford Road
627-1776

472-5242

McKelvie Middle School
108 Liberty Hill Road

RECREATION DEPARTMENT
24 North Amherst Road
472-5242

472-3951

